Using ground magnetometer data from several stations near the dip equator, the magnetically quiet-time characteristics of the daytime normal electrojet and the morning and afternoon counter-electrojets are established and illustrated. In particular, the solar cycle, seasonal, longitudinal and day-to-day variations of counterelectrojets as well as their dependence on lunar phase are studied. In order to investigate the influence of solar tidal winds in the production of counter-electrojets, the equatorial electric fields generated by such winds through the dynamo mechanism are calculated, using a numerical dynamo simulation model developed earlier at UCLA. From these calculations it is found that westward electric fields responsible for the afternoon counter-electrojets can be produced in the local summer solstice (when these events are most common) by a combination of the solar semidiurnal (2, 2) tide and the diurnal (1, -2) tide. An example from January 1964 is discussed to illustrate that afternoon counter-electrojet events occurring at all longitudes on the same day are likely to be associated with abnormalities in the global Sq or SR current system. It is suggested that the lunar semi-diurnal tide is a more important causative agent for the morning rather than the afternoon counterelectrojets.
Introduction
The equatorial electrojet (CHAPMAN, 1951) is an intense and localized electrical current flowing in the ionospheric E region at the dip equator. Under normal conditions, the direction of this current is eastward during the day and westward at night. There are occasions, however, when the current is reversed from these normal directions; the term counter-electrojet (GOUIN and MAYAUD, 1967) is often used to denote these reversed currents. Counter-electrojets are known to occur during magnetically disturbed as well as magnetically quiet conditions. In this paper we are concerned with the behavior of the electrojet and the counter-electrojet under extremely quiet magnetic conditions only.
The equatorial electrojet has been most extensively studied with the use of ground magnetic data (FORBUSH and CASAVERHE, 1961; FAMBITAKOYE and MAYAUD, 1976a, b) . More recently, satellite magnetometer data ( Fig. 2a) have become avail-able to study the electrojet in unprecedented detail, particularly with reference to its longitudinal variations (CAIN and SWEENEY, 1973) . The counter-electrojet being generally weaker is not as readily detected at satellite altitudes. A more satisfactory method of studying both the electrojet and the counter-electrojet is to make continuous radar back-scatter measurements of the associated electron drifts (BALSEY and WOODMAN, 1971 ). Again such measurements for the counter-electrojet are as yet far too few (FEJER et al., 1976) .
In this paper we use ground magnetic data from the stations and for the observation periods listed in Table 1 , restricting ourselves to magnetically quiet days which satisfy the criteria set forth by MAYAUD (1969) . These criteria are that Ap<6 for 48 hr centered on the UT noon of the selected day and that no three-hourly value of Kp is as high as 30 and only one value is as high as 3 during the same period. In addition, we required that Kp<2+ during the three-hour period containing a counter-electrojet event. Ideally, we would have liked to have removed Dst effects from our counter-electrojet statistics. However, because of lack of Dst data for the long observation periods that we have used, we had to adopt the somewhat arbitrary criterion that only counter-electrojet events whose magnetic signatures without removal of Dst effects amounted to 15r or greater in magnitude are included in the statistics. A separate study confined to the period for which Dst data are available (1957 onwards) has indicated that an event so selected has a 99% chance of having a magnetic signature of 10r or greater after the Dst effects are removed.
The intensification of the ionospheric current at the dip equator is most simply understood in terms of the parallel sheet model (Fig. la) implied in the early work of HIRONO (1950a, b) and BAKER and MARTYN (1953) . According to this model, the current flows in a conducting region bounded at the top and bottom by relatively non-conducting layers where polarization charges can readily accumulate, The conducting region is assumed to be of infinite extent in the south-to-north direction which is locally the direction of the earth's magnetic field; furthermore, it is assumed that this region is horizontally homogeneous with no gradients in its properties (conductivities, current densities, etc.) either in the j9 (northward) or p (eastward) directions. A uniform electrostatic field (E), presumably of ionospheric dynamo origin, is now supposed to be imposed in the east-west direction. Such a field gives rise to a Pedersen current (4,) and a Hall current (JH). aThe
Hall current sets up a vertical electrical field (Ea) by accumulating polarization charges above and below the conducting region. This polarization field (Ea) in turn gives rise to two current components: (1) a vertical Pedersen current (a) JPwhich under steady-state conditions is equal and opposite to JHa, as is required by the equation of current continuity; (2) an east-west Hall current (J11) which in magnitude is greater than the Pedersen current in the same direction by the ratio of the height-integrated Cowling and Pedersen conductivities. Since this ratio is of the order of twenty, the sheet model predicts the equatorial electrojet in the o direction to be essentially a Hall current maintained by the Hall polarization field Ea. Anywhere within the region of the current flow, Ea=(O/Oi)E. where (o/a) 1is the local value of the ratio between the Hall and Pedersen conductivities. In this model there are no net currents flowing either along or perpendicular to magnetic field lines in the magnetic meridian plane i.e., the (a, i) plane in Fig, la . While the parallel sheet model correctly describes the current amplification mechanism, it fails to account for the finite lateral (north-south) extent of the electrojet current. In order to explain the lateral current limitation the curvature of the field lines away from the dip equator has to be considered. Thus we imagine that the straight field line SN in Fig. 1a is bent into a dipole configuration with its two ends now entering non-conducting regions below in opposite hemisphere (Fig. 1b) . Without serious error, we can assume that the field line is infinitely conducting so that it is also an electrical equipotential line. Although the current continuity equation requires that there is no current inflow or outflow into or from the non-conducting region to which the ends of the field-lines are connected, there is now no restriction, within the conducting region itself, either against field-aligned currents (1J9) or currents (Ja) perpendicular to the field lines in the magnetic meridian plane (a, j3). There is, however, the requirement that any such steady-state meridional current system be divergenceless so long as, by supposition, there are no gradients of field quantities in the east-west (O) direction. In the presence of such a divergenceless meridional current system, the Hall polarization field (Ea) is no longer given by the ratio (a2/q1) as in the sheet model but by a ratio of integrals of the form 62ds 61ds, where ds is a field-aligned line element in the current-carrying region.
This result, arrived at by RICHMOND (1973a, b) and independently by KRYLOV et al. (1973) , has the practical consequence that for a given imposed east-west electric field (Er), the intensified electrojet current (J) will flow over a somewhat deeper region in the vertical in this dipole field model (Fig. Ib) than in the earlier parallel sheet model (Fig. la) . Recently, several authors have considered a variety of additional factors which can influence the strength, shape and direction of the ionospheric currents over the dip equator: (1) local winds, as distinguished from global winds which set up the large-scale east-west electric fields at the dip equator; (2) two-stream and gradient-drift plasma instabilities, referred to in the electrojet literature as Type land Type II instabilities (RICHMOND, 1973a; FAMBITAKOYE et al., 1976) ; (3) currentinduced distortions of electron density as is apparently observed during certain counter-electrojet events (STENING, 1977) ; and (4) longitudinal gradients in the primary electrostatic field (GAGNEPAIN et al., 1976) . No quantitative discussion of these additional factors are, however, contained in this paper; in our discussion in Section 3 we have instead concentrated on those aspects of the electrojet and the counterelectrojet which, we believe, can be explained on the basis of a direct relationship between dynamo electric fields and currents, as is implied in the simpler electrojet models (Fig. la, b ) that we have just described. On this basis, counter-electrojet currents can occur only when the equatorial dynamo electric fields are reversed from eastward to westward. It has been surmised by several authors that this reversal may be brought about by the dynamo action of semi-diurnal tidal wind fields which are either of lunar or of solar origin. It has also been previously recognized, and is further apparent from the statistical results summarized in Section 2 of this paper, that the lunar tide cannot by itself account for all the observed features of the counter-electrojet phenomenon; there is a significant and probably a major contribution from the solar semi-diurnal (2, 2) tide (Section 3). The possible importance of solar semi-diurnal tides in the explanation of equatorial counter-electrojets was first pointed out, in a review article, by MATSUSHITA (1973) and has been subsequently corroborated by several investigators (MARRIOTT et al., 1973a, b; MARRIOTT, 1975; STENING, 1975; FORBES and LINDZEN, 1976) . Marriott et al. suggested, in particular , that certain aspects of the quiet-time counter-electrojet behavior may result from the day-to-day variability of the global Sq (or Mayaud's SR) current system and its associated electrostatic field configuration. A specific objective of this paper is to lend some quantitative credence to this earlier suggestion. This is attempted in Sections 3 and 4 which follow the description in Section 2 of the statistical characteristics of the quiet-time electrojet and counter-electrojet.
Quiet-Time Characteristics of the Electrojet and the Counter-Electrojet
As can be seen from Table 2 , quiet-time counter-electrojet events are rare; moreover the magnetically quiet days (MQD) satisfying our selection criteria previously mentioned (Section 1) tend to occur in clusters and are, in general, unevenly distributed with respect to seasons. It is therefore essential that, in order to establish the seasonal characteristics of counter-electrojet occurrence on a representative basis, we make use of fairly long data records from the individual stations. In this respect, our data base for Pluancayo for which there were 3385 MQD's suitable for analysis, is the most adequate. Comparatively, somewhat less than (1/3) as many days were available for the Indian station, Kodaikanal, and roughly (1/6) and (1/10) respectively for the African stations, Addis Ababa and Freetown. We have included the Koror/Davao data set only for completeness and not because we consider that any deduced characteristics for these stations in the Pacific sector has sufficient statistical reliability. Table 2 . Occurrences of afternoon (ACE) and morning (MCE) counter-electrojets at different longitudes.
* Refers to the percentage of magnetically quiet days (MQD) analysed for which counter-electrojet events occurred. Figure 2b shows that a counter-electrojet can occur at a station near the dip equator either before or after local noon; we shall refer to these as morning (MCE) and afternoon (ACE) counter-electrojets, respectively. It can be noticed from Table  2 that ACE's occur thrice as frequently as MCE's at Huancayo, and twice as frequently at Kodaikanal. On the other hand, MCE's are more numerous than ACE's at Addis Ababa, almost by a factor of two. Nevertheless, Freetown which has a somewhat shorter data base but is separated from Addis Ababa by no more than 52° in longitude, shows a completely different behavior with almost as many ACE's and MCE's. Clearly, the relative frequency of occurrence of these two types of counter-electrojets is influenced by longitude-dependent factors. It is also relevant to remark that, in our experience with the data set of Table 1 , the occurrence of both MCE and ACE at a station on the same day is found to be an extremely rare event.
Morning and afternoon counter electrojets

Times o f occurrence
Figure 3 displays the local times at which ACE's and MCE's occur at Huancayo for the individual months of the year. In December, January, and February which are the three months in which, by far, the greatest number of ACE events occurs at this station (see also Fig. 5 ), it is found that these events are most frequent around 1500 to 1600hr local time. However, it is also found that ACE's can be observed, less frequently, at any time between noon and dusk. In contrast, MCE events, most common in the four months close to the two equinoxes (February, March, September, October), appear to be rather finely tuned with respect to their occurrence time which is always close to sunrise, between 0600 and 0700hr local time. Figure 4 shows the seasonal variation of the normal equatorial electrojet at Huancayo obtained from an analysis of 3385 magnetically quiet days. Our analysis reveals that the electrojet attains its maximum strength (as indicated by the largest daily H variation) at the equinoxes and the minimum at the solstices. This result confirms the conclusions of CHAPMAN and RAJA RAO (1965) based on more limited data. However, our analysis gives an annual minimum in the strength of the electrojet in June, whereas these earlier authors deduced a subsidiary maximum in that month. It is also of interest to note that the maximum electrojet strength is generally obtained at. Huancayo somewhat earlier than noon and that the earliest times are in the months of November, December and January. Thus the normal electrojet is weakest and reaches its daily maximum strength earliest approximately in the same months in which the occurrence of afternoon counter-electrojets (ACE) at this station is also a maximum (Fig. 5) . Figure 5 depicts the month-to-month variation of the afternoon as well as the morning counter-electrojet occurrences for representative stations in four different longitude sectors: South American (Huancayo), African (Freetown and Addis Ababa), Asian (Kodaikanal) and the Pacific (Koror). As earlier mentioned, the data from Koror in the Pacific sector are far too few for the depicted variations at this station to possess much statistical significance. As far as the data from the other Huancavo there are significant differences between the individual stations as well. For example, ACE is almost exclusively a summer solstitial phenomenon at Huancayo. But at Freetown, Addis Ababa and Kodaikanal ACE's are not as rare in winter, even though they occur more often in the local summer solstice as at Huancayo. ACE events spanning all longitude sectors on the same day are comparatively infrequent; they are however observed more often in January than in any other month of the year.
Seasonal variation
(The most recent January events recorded at Trivandrum are shown in Fig. 2d .) MCE's, on the other hand, occur with almost equal frequency at the autumnal and vernal equinoxes at Huancayo; but they are more frequent at the autumnal equinox at Addis Ababa and even more noticeably so at Freetown. BARTELS and JOHNSTON (1940) were the first to demonstrate that the lunar tidal influences can be detected on a day-to-day basis on the magnetic variations at Huancayo. The marked influence of the lunar phase on the strength of the electrojet at this station, found in Fig. 6a , is therefore not surprising. Figure 6b shows that the time of maximum strength can also vary by about an hour depending on the lunar phase. Of more concern in our present study is the dependence on lunar phase of the occurrence frequency of counter-electrojets (Fig. 6c, d ). Figure 6d shows that ACE'S occur most often at all stations when the lunar phase v=1. The lunar modulation on the ACE occurrence frequency is most evident at Addis Ababa where no ACE's occur for five unfavorable lunar phases v=5, 6, 7, $, and 9. ACE's are inhibited also at Freetown and Kodaikanal for some of these unfavorable phases. But it is significant to note that at Huancayo, with the longest data base, ACE's have in fact been recorded at all lunar phases although a superposed lunar modulation is also clearly observed. The lunar phase modulation is even more evident in the case of MCE's. The maximum MCE occurrences, both at Huancayo and Addis Ababa, are for the phases v=5, 6, 7. But while there are four lunar phases for which no MCE's are detected at Huancayo, there is only one lunar phase (v=3) which seems to preclude MCE's at Addis Ababa. The station Addis Ababa, therefore, presents the enigma that here alone the lunar modulation in even stronger for ACE's than for MCE's. Figure 7 (top panel) makes use of 45 years of Huancayo data and shows that the annual mean electrojet strength (daily range of H) correlates well with the solar cycle. In addition to the 11 year cycle there is evidence in the data for a longer cycle of approximately 100 years. The ratio of the electrojet strength from one solar maximum to the subsequent solar minimum varies from 1.7:1 to 2.2:1 depending on the particular cycle; by and large this ratio is consistent with the accompanying changes in ionospheric conductivity. In the middle and bottom panels, respectively, of Fig. 7 , ACE and MCE occurrences at Huancayo are plotted side by side with the Zurich sunspot number, Rz. It is readily apparent that ACE occurrences are anticorrelated with Rz, the calculated correlation coefficient is -0.7. A similar trend (not shown) has been disclosed for Kodaikanal and, to a lesser extent, Addis Ababa with shorter data records (Table 1) . Unlike ACE's, MCE's at Huancayo do not correlate with Rz in any clear-cut fashion. During the first two solar cycles shown, MCE's seem to be either slightly positively correlated or not correlated at all with Rz. In the third and fourth cycles, they are probably negatively correlated. The computed correlation coefficient for the total 45 year period is -0.2. There is more of a positive correlation (not shown) between MCE's and Rz in the 8 years of data at Addis Ababa. An overall positive correlation is also revealed in the data for Kodaikanal (not shown).
Lunar phase dependence
Solar cycle dependence
Longitudinal influences
Using data for overlapping periods from the different stations (Table 1) , we have constructed a joint occurrence probability table (Table 3) which should enable us to quantify the longitude dependence of counter-electrojet occurrences. For example, 2.7 Day-to-day variability The ACE'S have at times a tendency to persist on a series of consecutive days. Three such examples are illustrated in Fig. 2c , all during the summer solstice at Huancayo; these are valuable in revealing the day-to-day variability of ACE's even when conditions are generally favorable for their occurrence, and the relationship of ACE's to the lunar phase. Among the three examples shown, the one from January 1923 betrays the most extreme day-to-day variability. The associated magnetic field depression is as much as 8l' on 17 January; it is barely 7r on the next day; and, on the day after, it is again 8l'. The lunar phase modulation in its simplest form is seen from the example of three days in December 1954. From the other two examples, however, it is found that a favorable lunar phase does not always guarantee an ACE occurrence (18 January 1923, v=1) ; nor does it follow that an ACE cannot occur when the lunar phase is unfavorable (26 December 1938, v=4) , Several investigators have previously studied the characteristics of counterelectrojets, generally with data that are more limited in extent and also less carefully selected with respect to the degree of magnetic quiescence (GOUIN and MAYAUD, 1967; HUTTON and OYINLOYE, 1970; RASTOGI, 1973 RASTOGI, , 1974a . Their conclusions have differed from ours in certain matters of detail. Rather than dwell on these differences, it may be convenient to summarize the results of our present statistical study as follows: 1) Counter-electrojets can occur at a station close to the dip equator either before or after local noon. The morning (MCE) and afternoon (ACE) counterelectrojets have characteristically distinct behaviors to merit separate treatment and discussion.
2) While both MCE's and ACE's have certain preferred times of occurrence during the day, ACE'S are more spread out in their timing.
3) MCE's occur most frequently during the equinoxes and ACE's during the local summer solstice.
4) The occurrences of both MCE's and ACE's show lunar phase modulation; the lunar control is apparently stronger for the MCE's. S) ACE's occur less frequently during solar maximum than during solar minimum. The solar cycle effect, if any, is on the average slightly in the opposite sense for MCE's. 6) Longitudinal differences are prominent for MCE's as well as ACE'S in several aspects of their behavior: relative frequency of occurrence, seasonal variation, lunar phase modulation, etc. 7) When ACE's tend to persist on consecutive days they quite often show large day-to-day variability. This variability cannot be readily explained in terms of lunar modulation alone, even if we allow for significant day-to-day fluctuations in lunar tidal wind amplitudes at ionospheric heights. As mentioned earlier, this may suggest an additional solar tidal modulation. A quantitative treatment of the solar tidal modulation is the topic of the subsequent sections.
3, Solar Tidal Effects
The steady-state Sq current system which is supposedly maintained by the dynamo action of ionospheric winds has a compatible electrostatic field distribution associated with it. At the geomagnetic equator the horizontal component of this electric field is purely zonal, i.e. east-to-west or west-to-east. The local time variations of this horizontal electric field on two equinoctial and solstitial days are illustrated in Fig. 9 .
The electric fields in Fig. 9 are derived from a dynamo simulation model developed at UCLA and described earlier by SCHIELDGE et al. (1973a, b) . In this model, it is assumed that the dynamo drive is provided by a combination of one diurnal wind mode (1, -2) and three semi-diurnal modes (2, 2), (2, 3) and (2, 4). The vertical and latitudinal structures of these modes are prescribed (Fig. 8a, b) ; also prescribed are the distributions of ionospheric conductivity (Fig. 8c, d ). The absolute amplitudes and phases (the latter being defined in this paper as the local time of maximum southward wind) of the four tidal modes are obtained from the requirement that the current system simulated by the model matches with the Sq current system deduced from ground magnetometer data. Initially, stations beneath the equatorial electrojet are excluded from the global Sq-analysis. The electrostatic fields are determined on the assumption that the parallel conductivity of the ionosphere is infinite. Consequently, there are no parallel electric fields and the geomagnetic field lines become equipotential lines for the perpendicular electric field component; moreover, the perpendicular field component is symmetrical with respect to the geomagnetic equator. The equatorial electric fields obtained from this global Sq simulation are now inserted into RICHMOND'S (1973a) steady-state and infinite conductivity model of the electrojet (Fig. lb) and the local time magnetic variation at a selected electrojet station (Huancayo in Fig. 9 ) is calculated. This calculation is now compared with observations; for this comparison it is assumed that the longi-tudinal variation at a given latitude for a fixed universal time (1630UT in Fig. 9 corresponding to local noon at Huancayo) is the same as the local time variation at the same latitude. Using an interactive computer program, the amplitudes and phases of the tidal components are progressively adjusted until they are able to reproduce in an optimal sense the significant features of the global Sq and the equatorial electrojet, together to be considered as a mutually coupled system. The equatorial electric fields of Fig. 9 are for such finally adjusted winds on four selected days. Figure 9 shows the local time variation of the total (T) east-west electric field at the equator as well as the separate contributions to that field from the diurnal (1) and semi-diurnal(S) tidal wind components. In addition, the individual contributions from the semi-diurnal tides (2, 2) and (2, 4) are indicated with the use of separate symbols (2) and (4), respectively. Although the relatively minor contribution from the (2, 3) mode is not similarly shown, it is included in the semi-diurnal curve(s). As mentioned earlier, the only diurnal tide that we have considered in our electric field calculation is the equatorially symmetric evanescent mode (1, -2). We should also remark that a possibly significant electric field component at dusk due to the F region dynamo (HEELIS et al., 1974 ) is excluded in Fig. 9 .
It is clearly seen from Fig. 9 that the diurnal tide is by far the predominant generator of equatorial electric fields during the equinoxes. It is still predominant in the June solstice but assumes a more subsidiary role in the December solstice. In all seasons, the phasing of this tide is such that it produces an eastward electric field from the early morning hours before sunrise to about the time of local sunset, and a westward electric field at night. Obviously, these field directions are in the right sense to account for the normal equatorial electrojet. We have seen earlier (Figs. 4 and 5) that the normal electrojet attains maximum strength during the equinoxes and that afternoon counter-electrojets are then rarely observed. Both these facts are consistent with our result that, in this season, the principal electric field generator at the equator is the diurnal tide.
During the solstices the semi-diurnal tidal contributions to the equatorial electric field are relatively greater. In either solstice the (2, 2) mode contributes significantly more than (2, 4); their respective contributions being more or less in phase in December and out of phase in June. The net result is that the solar semi-diurnal tides have a tendency to set up a westward electric field in the afternoon hours of the solstitial season and, unless this tendency is opposed by the diurnal tide, an afternoon counter-electrojet may be predicted. The semi-diurnal tides appear to be even more variable from day to day than the diurnal, and whether a counter-electrojet actually occurs on a day or not depends rather sensitively on the relative phasings and strengths of these different tides on that particular day. The comparative rarity of ACE events (Table 2 ) is a consequence of the high degree of this sensitivity.
Some idea of the day-to-day variability as well as the seasonal consistency of electric field generation by tides can be obtained from Fig. 10 . In this figure, the equatorial electric field variations are shown for three consecutive days in June 1965 and one day in June 1964. On all these days, as well as on 20 June 1965 shown earlier in Fig. 9 , our calculations reveal that the total electric field becomes westward slightly ahead of the time of sunset. These electric field reversals which are apparently brought about by the diurnal (1, -2) tide and the semi-diurnal (2, 2) tide acting in slightly varying combinations from one day to the next are observed (Table 4) to produce relatively weak counter-electrojet events with 8 to 9r magnetic depressions between 1700 to 1800hr local time. While events of this magnitude have been discarded by us as too small to be reliably included in our statistical studies (Fig. 5) , they are used here to illustrate how tidal interactions can successfully account for the observed features of both persistence and day-to-day fluctuations in strength of counter-electrojets. At the same time, comparison between two days of the same month in consecutive years (26 June 1964 and 22 June 1965) , shows that these tidal interactions and the electric fields generated by them have a basically stable seasonal pattern.
The pronounced semi-diurnal character of the dynamo electric field in the December solstice at Huancayo (Fig. 9) is seen to be due mostly to the weaker diurnal tide contribution. Figure 9 suggests that, in this season, solar semi-diurnal tides can cause counter-electrojets to occur not only in the afternoon hours but also near local midnight. Such midnight events which can only be observed from electron drift measurements by back-scatter radar (FEJER et al., 1976) , are as yet to be adequately documented.
As we have mentioned earlier in Section 2, ACE events which are almost worldwide in their longitudinal extent occur most conspicuously in the month of January. Figure 11 shows our calculated electric field variations at Huancayo on two consecutive days (13 and 14 January 1964) on which events of this nature were observed. On the first of these days, the afternoon magnetic field depression at Huancayo was nearly 66r (Table 4) ; significantly weaker depressions were recorded on the same day at Addis Ababa and Kodaikanal (Fig. 13) . On the next day, Huancayo recorded an 8r depression, comparable in magnitude to what was also observed at other longitudes. The calculated electric fields on these two days (Fig, 11) depart from the average pattern for the December solstitial season (Fig. 9) in showing an abnormally weak diurnal component and a semi-diurnal component which is somewhat even stronger than normal. The latter component, obviously responsible for the observed ACE's, is shown to receive its major contribution from the (2, 2) tidal mode. The phase shift of this contribution by more than four hours is apparently needed to account for the large difference in the ground magnetic effect observed at Huancayo on the two consecutive days.
It should be recalled that the tidal wind characteristics used in our electric field calculations are optimally selected such that they are able to reproduce the observed features of not only the electrojet but also the larger Sq current system. Therefore, it is conceivable that the tidal wind abnormalities inferred from Fig. 11 might also reflect abnormalities in the Sq currents on the two days in question. To confirm this, we show in Fig. 12 the observed Sq current patterns for three universal times (1630UT, 1930UT, and 2030UT) on 14 January 1964. In addition, we also show the simulated equivalent current pattern at 1630UT (top left). From a comparison of the observed and simulated values of the H and D components of the magnetic field (Table 5) at 1630UT, it is readily seen that the attempted Sq simulation for this time which is close to local noon at Huancayo, is fairly successful. However, it should also be noted that the time evolution of the Sq patterns on this day is so complex that it is probably not strictly correct to assume, as we have done for our dynamo simulation model and the resulting electric field calculations (Fig. 11) , that there is equivalence between local time and longitudinal variations.
Careful examination of the Sq patterns for the afternoon hours at Huancayo (1930 and 2030UT) reveal abnormal features extending to several degrees outside of the geomagnetic equator. Notice, in particular, the protrusion of the northern hemisphere vortex into the southern hemisphere and the complete separation of this protrusion from the parent vortex at the later time. Simultaneously, there is a progressive weakening of the northern vortex until it finally disappears at 2230UT (not shown).
The above example serves to illustrate that the causative factors for counterelectrojet events need not be solely confined to regions close to the dip equator, as has at times been implied in the literature (ONWUMECHILI and AKASOFU, 1972; RASTOGI, 1974b) . Large day-to-day variations of solar tides are particularly common in the December solstice, especially in the month of January. These variations are reflected in high Sq variability. Counter-electrojets like those observed on 13 and 14 January 1964 at almost all longitudes are part of this variability of both solar tides and Sq.
In the above discussion, the most persuasive evidence for the solar tidal contribution to counter-electrojets has been that they are accompanied by global-scale Fig. 12 ).
distortions of Sq. In addition, the lunar tide could also have contributed to the counter-electrojets on 13 and 14 January 1964 because, on these two days, the lunar phases (v-11 and 0 respectively) were favorable for the generation of westward electric fields and currents in the afternoon hours at Huancayo (Fig. 6) . Unlike the solar tidal effects, the influence of the amplified lunar tide is perceptible only at the dip equator itself. This fact alone would suggest that if counter-electrojet events are totally produced by lunar tides, they would be observed as localized events near the dip equator without any perceptible accompanying change in Sq outside of the equator. But, as has been pointed out earlier, (ONWUMEXHILI and AKASOFU, 1974) , explanation of ACE's as purely lunar tidal phenomena also runs into other major difficulties. This is further illustrated in Fig. 13 where an attempt is made to separate out the solar and lunar tidal contributions to ACE's observed at Huancayo, Addis Ababa and Kodaikanal on 13 and 14 January 1964 and on the first two days of February 1965 at Huancayo. Strict separation of these two contributions is hardly possible, especially since either of these may actually vary considerably from day to day. Our estimated lunar contributions are to be taken as monthly average values for magnetically quiet conditions, in reasonable agreement with those deduced by MATSUSHITA and CAMPBELL (1972) . The general impression conveyed by this diagram is that, for the more conspicuous ACE events at Huancayo on 13 Jan. 64 and 1 Feb. 65, the lunar tide plays a less important role than the solar tides. The dependence of the occurrence frequency of ACE's on the Zurich sunspot number, Rz (Fig. 7) is suggestive of solar cycle variations in the relative phases and amplitudes of the solar (2, 2) and (1, -2) tides. The definite lack of any such 1965 and 2 Feb. 1965 . Notice that the counter-electrojet is stronger on the day when the lunar phase is less favorable.
dependence in the case of MCE's agrees with the hypothesis that these events are more under the control of the lunar tide which is presumably not under solar cycle control.
Solar Tides: Simulation versus Observation
We have conducted several numerical experiments to convince ourselves that our dynamo simulation technique (Section 3) does not confuse between tides of different periods (diurnal versus semi-diurnal) in their roles of generation of Sq and electrojet currents. We have found that the amplitudes of the individual tidal modes that we deduce are somewhat sensitive to the accuracy with which we attempt to fit our simulated Sq and electrojet magnetic variations (and especially the latter) to observations, but the individual tidal phases are much less sensitive. It may be noted, however, from Fig. 14 that the tidal amplitudes that we have derived by establishing certain semi-objective criteria for the desired fit between simulation and observation, are within reasonable observational limits. Figure 15 is drawn to display more clearly the vertical structure of the deduced tidal wind modes; this structure is shown separately for the two semi-diurnal modes (2, 4) and (2, 2) and for the total tidal wind system which also includes the diurnal mode (1, -2). The sloping lines of equal wind amplitude clearly show the downward phase progression of the propagating semi-diurnal modes. Notice, in particular, the positioning of the nodes or zero-amplitude lines for the east-west wind component: these are marked as thick lines in the diagram. For the north-south component, the by dynamo simulation on the four days for which the equatorial electric field variations are shown in Fig. 9 . The diagram on the left is for the semi-diurnal modes (2, 2) and (2,4) and the diagram on the right is for the diurnal mode (1, -2). The amplitudes and phases (times of maximum southward winds) are given for the height of wind maximum which is assumed to be 120 km for the (2,4) mode and 150km for the (2, 2) mode (Fig. 8a) . The amplitude of the evanescent (1, -2) mode is assumed to be constant with height. Fig. 15 . Local time variation of the vertical structure of east-west tidal winds at 19N deduced from the dynamo simulation model on the two equinoctial days for which the equatorial electric field variations are shown in Fig. 9 . This structure is shown separately for the (2, 4) mode (top), the (2, 2) mode (middle) and for the total winds consisting also of the diurnal (1, -2) mode. In these diagrams the thick lines are the nodes or zero lines for the east-west component of the wind velocity. The nodes for the north-south component (not drawn) will approximately pass through the eastward (E) and westward (W) wind maxima.
convergence can be shown to be located close to the north-south wind node, and below that altitude, close to the east-west wind node. It has been suggested (FUJITAKA and TOHMATSU, 1973; MACDOUGALL, 1974; HARPER, 1977) that the night-time intermediate ionospheric F layer and the day-time sequential sporadic E layers at lower altitudes are both formed at such tidal wind nodes. It can be inferred from Fig. 15 that a north-south node of the (2, 2) tidal wind descends from about 170km at 2100hr local time to 150km just prior to midnight with an approximate phase speed of 7km/hr; there is a similar nodal descent between these same altitudes in the early morning hours between 0300hr to 0600hr local time. These results are in general accord with the behavior of the intermediate F layer at Arecibo in April, as reported and discussed recently by HARPER (1977) . Figure 15 also shows east-west wind nodes descending from 150 to 120km roughly between 1400hr and 1800hr local time in the case of the (2, 2) mode and between 1100hr and 1600hr in the case of the (2, 4) mode. These nodal positions for (2, 2) and (2, 4) modes are also in agreement with their positions (Fig. 16 ) deduced from MacDougall's sequential sporadic E data (SPRINGER, 1976; SPRINGER and VENKATESWARAN, 1979) for the corresponding season. The sporadic E data further indicates convergence effects due to the (1, 1) tidal mode at lower altitudes.
Our dynamo simulation yields a phase (time of maximum southward wind) for the diurnal (1, -2) tide which is close to midnight in all seasons (Fig. 14) . This is in agreement with the concept that this tide is generated by the diurnal solar heating of the thermosphere, with poleward winds during the day and equatorward winds at night . The deduced phases of the (2, 4) mode shown in Fig. 14 are less readily reconcilable with mid-latitude radar backscatter data (SALAH et al., 1975) ; however, the contribution of this particular tidal mode to the equatorial electric fields has been shown to be relatively insignificant (Figs. 9 and 10) . It is becoming apparent that the specific vertical and horizontal tidal wind variations (Fig. 8a, b ) assumed in our dynamo simulation model are far too simple to accommodate accumulating observations and may have to be revised in the future. We believe, however, that the general properties of the equatorial dynamo electric fields illustrated in Figs. 9, 10, and 11 and invoked in the subsequent discussion, are likely to remain substantially correct.
Summary
In this paper we have established several quiet-time characteristics of the equatorial electrojet and the counter-electrojet; these are summarized at the end of Section 2. In Section 3 we have quantitatively discussed the generation of east-west dynamo electric fields at the equator by solar tides. Most importantly we surmise from our simulation studies that the westward electric fields associated with afternoon counter-electrojet events (ACE) have a significant solar tidal contribution which depends rather sensitively on the relative phasing of the semi-diurnal (2, 2) tide and the diurnal (1, -2) tide. In Section 4 we show that the tidal wind amplitudes and phases deduced from such simulation studies are in reasonable agreement with observations.
